The Second Annual John Paul II Lecture in Christian-Jewish Relations by
Rabbi Michael J. Cook, Ph.D.
"Mind the Gap": Bridging One Dozen Lacunae in Jewish-Catholic Dialogue

Wednesday, March 20, 2013
4:30-6:00 p.m.
McElroy Faculty Dining Room
Boston College Chestnut Hill Campus

Dr. Michael J. Cook is Bronstein Prof. of Judeo-Christian Studies (Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati campus). He is the only rabbi in North America with a Full-Professorial Chair in New Testament, with service on many advisory boards in Jewish-Christian relations and the Central Conference of American Rabbis' Executive Board. He has received an "Excellence in Teaching Award" by the Greater Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universities. His major book (just printed a third time) is entitled Modern Jews Engage the New Testament: Enhancing Jewish Well-Being in a Christian Environment (Jewish Lights). A book-signing is scheduled. Dr. Cook’s other publications treat evolving Jewish views of Jesus and Paul, studies on the various Gospels, the trial of Jesus, images of Judaism in Church Art, the history of antisemitism, and the role of Passover in modern Christianity.

This event is open to the public.
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